
 

The best electric keychain that's easy to use The keychain makes it easy to program your keys with an alarm, phone numbers, or other settings. Some models offer battery backup for your valuables. The rechargeable batteries can last up to 18 months without needing a charge. And the device’s sleek design is water resistant and dustproof--so you don't have to worry about damage from everyday wear
and tear. You'll be able to get the helpline you need by just dialing 0, but if that doesn't work there are also personal emergency buttons on the device itself in case of an emergency. The best keychain with a remote control The main benefit of the Ademco ADECTA is that it's a good emergency keychain, but also a completely functional key fob which lets you lock or unlock from up to 2.4 miles away.
Another great feature is its flash light, which can be used as an emergency sensor as well as for walking at night. Best LED keychain Some LED keychains are designed to pack more than just one function into one device. These keychains not only function as both keys and lights, but also provide protection against water, shock, and even fire. Some come with a phone attached so you can rapidly call
for help if needed. Yet others, such as the Orange Key Chain Light, have a built-in alarm that goes off as soon as you set it up. In case of an emergency, this too can be turned into a cell phone calling device. The best keychain that's affordable If you're looking for a well-designed keychain that's also affordable, this G-Shock key chain might be what you're searching for. It features an alarm and even
has a built-in flashlight to aid in your nighttime escapades – all at a small price tag. The best keychain for non-professional users While some keychains are designed to be used by professionals, this premium black belt key chain by Zippo is designed to be used by anyone who wants to protect their valuables. It's made out of strong stainless steel and features a leather belt that wraps around your wrist
for easy access. The best LED keychain with blink-and-go Always have the call you need right there on your lighted key chain. This Keytech Key Chain comes equipped with 4 built-in LED lights, an auto sensor, and even a key ring so you can attach it to your keys or purse. Best LED keychain for the little guy Many LED keychains are designed to be worn around the neck, but this Stinger lighted
keychain still features a sleek design so it looks good on your wrist. With three levels of brightness, there's enough light for you to be safe even if you have your hands full. The best keychain with self-locking keys Another nice feature of this Protech Self-Locking Key Chain is that it also has an auto lock that prevents accidental unlocking. The device will only unlock when you're ready to use your
keys again, and it will stay locked until you press the button for it to unlock again.
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